If f almost minimizes its p Dirichlet energy then f is Hölder continuous. If p " 2 and f is squeeze and squash stationary then f is in VMO.
Introduction
We let ℓ 2 denote the usual infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space. For any positive integer Q, let Q Q pℓ 2 q denote the space of unordered Q-tuples of elements in ℓ 2 . Thus Q Q pℓ 2 q is the quotient of pℓ 2 q Q under the action of the symmetric group given by σ¨pu 1 , . . . , u Q q Þ Ñ pu σp1q , . . . , u σpQq q.
The equivalence class of pu 1 , . . . , u Q q will be denoted throughout u " ' (1)
For the sake of simplicity, we will often use the notation |u| :" G pu, Qrr0ssq.
If e 1 , . . . , e m is an orthonormal basis of R m , then xA, By :" We refer to [4] for the definition of multiple valued Sobolev space W 1 p pU, Q Q pℓ 2 qq, U Ď R m open and 1 ă p ă 8. We merely mention that each f P W 1 p pU, Q Q pℓ 2is approximately differentiable almost everywhere, its approximate differential Df being itself a Q-valued map R m Ñ Q Q pHompR m , ℓ 2 qq. The p-energy of f is E p pf, U q :"ˆż
Existence of minimizers of the p-energy for the Dirichlet problem with Lipschitz boundary data is established in [4] . In the present paper we prove their (interior) Hölder continuity. In fact we work in the more general setting of almost minimizers which we now recall. Let ω : r0, 1s Ñ R`be a monotone increasing function with ωp0q " lim rÓ0`ω prq " 0. Such a ω will be referred to as a modular function. For 1 ă p ă`8 and an open set U Ď R m , we say that u P W 1 p pU, Q Q pℓ 2is a pω, pq-Dir-minimizing function, if for any ball Bpx, rq Ď U , E p pu, Bpx, rqq ď p1`ωprqqE p pv, Bpx, rqq,
whenever v P W 1 p pBpx, rq, Q Q pℓ 2and trace u |Bpx,rq " trace v |Bpx,rq . When ω " 0 we simply call u a p-Dir-minimizing function. Our first result is the following.
1.1. Theorem. -For any modular function ω, there exists δ " δpp, m, ω, Qq P p0, 1q such that any pω, pq-Dir-minimizing function u P W 1 p pU, Q Q pℓ 2is Hölder continuous in U with an exponent δ. Moreover, for any ball Bpx, 2rq Ď U , }u} C δ pBpx,rqq ď Cr p´m E p pu, Bpx, 2rqq.
The Hölder continuity of 2-Dir-minimizing function into Q Q pℓ n 2 q, i.e. when the target space is finite dimensional, was first proved by F.J. Almgren in his seminal work [1] and proved again by C. De Lellis and E. Spadaro [2] [3] very recently. In order to establish our result we define comparison maps by means of homogeneous extensions of the local boundary data (Lemma 2.1) and an interpolation procedure (Theorem 3.1) inspired by S. Luckhaus [5] .
The Dir-minimizing property of f leads to stationarity with respect to domain and range variations: We say f is, respectively, squeeze and squash stationary. When Q ě 2 the squeeze and squash stationarity of f does not imply that it locally minimizes its energy. Thus the above regularity result does not apply to stationary maps. Here we assume p " 2 and we contribute the VMO regularity of squeeze and squash stationary maps f P W 1 2 pU ; Q Q pℓ 2 qq, Proposition 8. 3 . We observe that the measure
r Þ Ñ r 2´m µ f pBpx, rqq is nondecreasing, x P U . We also notice, as other authors have, that the monotonicity of frequency, established by F.J. Almgren, depends solely upon the stationary property of f . This in turn shows that Θ m´2 pµ f , xq " 0 for all x P U , which implies VMO via the Poincaré inequality. Furthermore lim rÑ0 r 2´m µ f pBpx, rqq " 0 uniformly in x P U according to Dini's Theorem, which is in fact a kind of uniform VMO property. The continuity of f would ensue from a sufficiently fast decay of ωprq " sup x r 2´m µ f pBpx, rqq. We establish the upper bound ωprq ď C| log r|´α for some 0 ă α ă 1, which does not verify the suitable Dini growth condition.
Radial comparison
The symbol ' also denotes the concatenation operation
The barycenter of u is
and the translate of u by a P ℓ 2 is τ a puq :"
There are two crucial ingredients in the proof of the Theorem 1.1: a radial comparison lemma and an interpolation lemma. This section is devoted to the radial
2.1.
where u P Q Q pℓ 2 q is a mean of u on BB, then we have
In particular, there exists ε 0 " ε 0 pp, n, Q, M q ą 0 such that if u P W 1 p pB, Q Q pℓ 2is an pω, pq-Dir-minimizing function and ωp1q ď ε 0 , then we have
Proof. After multiplying u by a constant if necessary we may assume E p pu, BBq " 1.
Abbreviate g " u |BB . For α ą 0 to be chosen later, consider the radial competitor map @x P B, v α pxq " }x} α gˆx }x}˙. Since v α " u on BB 1 , it follows from the inequality (4) that
Now we calculate E p pv α , Bq as follows. Using the polar coordinates pr, θq P p0, 1sŜ m´1 , we have
Next we want to estimate (9) from above. We distinguish between two cases. Case 1: p P p1, 2s. Since 0 ă p 2 ď 1, applying the elementary inequality pa`bq
and hence
Case 2: 2 ă p ď n. In this case, recall that the following inequality holds: there exists C " Cppq ą 0 such that for any δ ą 0,
Applying this inequality, we have that for any 0 ă δ ă 1,
To estimate ş BB |gpθq| p dH m´1 θ, we argue as in [2] page 39. Write u ": ' Q i"1 rru i ss. Letû " τ ηpuq puq andĝ " τ ηpuq pgq denote the translations of u and g by ηpuq. It is easy to see thatĝ "û| BB . It is clear thatĝ :" τ ηpuq puq is a mean ofĝ, and
By the Poincaré inequality, we have ż
Since C pp, Q, u |BB q is invariant under translations of u |BB we conclude that
where M pm, p, M, α, δq :"
Now we need to show the following claim: Claim. There exist α 0 ą 0 and δ 0 ą 0 depending only on p, m, M such that
To establish (14), we first consider the case 1 ă p ď 2. By the definition, we have
is independent of δ. It is readily seen that
Since p ą 1 it is most obvious that (15) holds provided 0 ă α ď α 0 pm, p, M q is small enough. Next we consider the case 2 ă p ď n. In this case, we have
Again it is easy to see that
Letting δ " α 2 the left member of (16) becomes a constant multiple of α 2 . Thus the inequality is verified provided 0 ă α ď α 0 pm, p, M q is small enough. Combining together both cases, we see that there exists η 0 ą 0 depending only on p, m, Q, M such that (6) holds. To show (7), first observe that the pω, pq-Dir-minimality of u and (6) imply
provided ε 0 ď pm´pqη 0 . Hence the proof is complete.
An immediate consequence of the radial comparison lemma is the Hölder continuity of pω, pq-Dir-minimizing functions to ℓ 2 , which implies Theorem 1.1 holds for the case Q " 1. More precisely, we have 2.2. Corollary. -There exists η 0 ą 0 depending only on m, p such that for any
Proof. By scaling, it suffices to show (17) for r " 1. This follows from Lemma 2.1. In fact, for Q " 1, one has that the diameter of supp u equals to 0, i.e. M " 0 in the condition (5) . Hence M pm, p, M, α, δq " M pm, p, α, δq, given by (13). We define α 0 , δ 0 , η 0 as in (14) when M is replaced by 0. Clearly, α 0 and δ 0 depend only on p, m and
This immediately implies (17).
2.3.
Corollary. -For any given modular function ω, there exists δ " δpp, ω, mq P p0, 1q such that any pω, pq-Dir-minimizing function u P W 1 p pU, ℓ 2 q is Hölder continuous in U with an exponent δ. Moreover, for any ball Bpx, 2rq Ď U , we have
Proof. Since u P W 1 p pU, ℓ 2 q is pω, pq-Dir-minimizing in U , by (17) we have that for any ball Bpx, rq Ď U ,
Since lim rÓ0 ωprq " 0, there exists r 0 ą 0 such that
Thus we have that
holds for all Bpx, rq Ď U with 0 ă r ď r 0 . It is standard that integrating (20) over r yields that 1
for all balls Bpx, r 0 q Ď U and r P p0, r 0 s. This, combined with the Morrey decay lemma for ℓ 2 -valued functions, implies that u P C η0{p pU q and
holds for Bpx, r 0 q Ď U and 0 ă r ď r 0 . This completes the proof.
Interpolation
In this section, we will establish an interpolation lemma. Such an interpolation property has been established in Q Q pℓ n 2 q by F. Almgren [1] . However, the original proof by [1] is of extrinsic nature, i.e. it depends on the existence of a Lipschitz embedding of Q Q pℓ n 2 q into ℓ N 2 for some large positive integer N " N pm, n, Qq. There seems to be no useful ersatz of this embedding in the case of Q Q pℓ 2 q.
and
(23)
where tpu denotes the integer part of p.
Here we provide an intrinsic proof of Theorem 3.1, analogous to that by S. Luckhaus [5] . The rough idea is first to find a suitable triangulation of BB 1 and then do interpolations up to m p -dimensional skeletons by first suitably approximating g 1 , g 2 by Lipschitz maps and perform suitable Lipschitz extensions from 0-dimensional skeletons for all m p -dimensional skeletons, here we need an important compactness theorem similar to Kolmogorov's theorem in our context. Finally we perform homogenous of degree zero extensions in skeletons of dimensions higher than m p . We denote the unit interval by I :" r´1, 1s.
For this, we need to establish the following lemma.
Proof. We adapt some notations from [2] page 62. Let us introduce I k :" r´11
For sufficiently large k P Z`, decompose I m k into the union of pk`1q m cubes tC k,l u, 1 ď l ď pk`1q m , with disjoint interiors, side length equal to 2{k and faces parallel to the coordinate hyperplane. Let x k,l denote their centers so that
We also decompose I m into the union of k m cubes tD k,l u, 1 ď l ď k m and of side length 2{k. Note that the centers of cubes in the collection tC k,l : 1 ď l ď pk`1q m u are precisely the vertices of cubes in the collection tD k,l : 1 ď l ď k m u. Now we define two functions on the set of vertices h
for i " 1, 2. Now we want to extend both h 
In particular, for j " m, (27) yields
Indeed, we apply finitely many times Theorem 2.4.3 of [4] : first extend the maps h
to each edge in F On all those cubes D k,l that are adjacent to D k,1 (i.e., share a common (m´1)-dimensional face BD k,l X BD k,1 with D k,1 q, we proceed similarly to find Lipschitz
This can be done as follows. For each cube
1 take the same value on the common m-dimensional face pBD k,l X BD k,l 1 qˆr´ε, εs. ‚ the following inequalities hold:
Finally we define h k : I mˆr´ε , εs Ñ Q Q pℓ 2 q by simply letting
Obviously h k satisfies that h k px, εq " h k 1 pxq and h k px,´εq " h k 2 pxq for x P I m . We want to estimate the terms in the right hand side of (34). It is easy to see that for any 1 ď l ď k m ,
On the other hand, for two adjacent vertices x, x 1 P V k,l , by the definition of h k 1 pxq and h k 1 px 1 q and Poincaré's inequality we have
where Ą D k,l denotes cube:
Thus we have
Similarly, we have
While for x P V k,l , we have
With all these estimates, we can bound E p`h k , I mˆr´ε , εs˘as follows:
Observe that we have for i " 1, 2, 
then C i Ď ℓ 2 is a compact set for l " 1, 2. Hence
is also a compact set in ℓ 2 . Let D Ď ℓ 2 be the convex hull of C Y t0u. 
By the lower semicontinuity of E p , we have
Since
, it follows from [4] Theorem 4.7.3 that hp¨, εq " g 1 on Bˆtεu and hp¨,´εq " g 2 on Bˆt´εu in the sense of traces. Finally, by sending k " k j to 8 in (38), we see that h satisfies the inequality (26). The proof is now complete. Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The idea is motivated by Luckhaus [5] . We first decompose BB into "cells" of diameter ε as follows. Since B is bilipschitz isomorphic to the open unit cube its boundary can be decomposed into open cubes of side length less than ε and dimension ranging between 0 and m´1. This gives a partition
and for each e j i we have a bilipschitz isomorphism Φ 
where dσ is the Haar measure on SOpmq. By Fubini's theorem, we can further choose a rotation σ P SOpmq such that for all j
where K ą 0 is the constant defined by
To avoid extra notation, assume σ " id. Now decompose BzBp0, 1´εq into cellŝ
For j ď m p , we use the fact thatê j i is bilipschitz isomorphic to B j p0, εqˆr´ε, εs, i.e. there exist
We can apply Lemma 3.2 to find an extension map h
Moreover, we can see from the proof of Lemma 3.2 that if for 1 ď i ă i 1 ď k j , the two cellsê 
For j ě m p`1 , we use the fact thatê j i is bilipschitz isomorphic to B j`1 p0, εq, i.e. there exist 
Then we have
By adding (46) over all 1 ď i ď k j and applying (41), we then obtain that for any j ě m p`1 , h j satisfies (44) and
SinceQ m´1 " BzBp0, 1´εq, if we define h " h m´1 then h satisfies
, and E p ph, BzBp0, 1´εqq ď CεK p .
Hence the conclusions hold. The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we will provide a proof of Theorem 1.1 by induction on Q P Z`. The idea is similar to that by Almgren [1] , but we follow closely the presentation by [2] .
For v " ' Q i"1 rrv i ss P Q Q pℓ 2 q, we define the diameter and splitting distance of v as dpvq " max 1ďi,jďQ
If v " Qrrv 0 ss for some v 0 P ℓ 2 , then we define spvq "`8.
First we need to construct a Lipschitz retraction map from Q Q pℓ 2 q to B G pv, rq, with Lipschitz norm no more than 1.
4.1.
Proposition. -For v P Q Q pℓ 2 q and 0 ă r ă spvq{4 ă 8, there exists a Lipschitz map Φ : Q Q pℓ 2 q Ñ B G pv, rq such that Φpuq " u for any u P B G pu, rq and LippΦq ď 1.
Proof. Write v " '
J j"1 k j rrv j ss such that J ě 2 and }v i´vj } ą 4r for i ‰ j. If G pu, vq ă 2r, then we have that u " ' J j"1 u j with u j " ' kj l"1 rru l,j ss P B G pk j rrv j ss, 2rq Ď Q kj pℓ 2 q for 1 ď j ď J. Now we can define a Lipschitz retraction map Φ : Q Q pℓ 2 q Ñ B G pv, rq by letting
It is readily seen that Φ is an identity map in B G pv, rq and satisfies
Thus Φ has Lipschitz norm at most 1.
4.2.
Lemma. -For any 0 ă ε ă 1, set βpε, Qq "`ε 3˘3
Q . Then, for any P P Q Q pℓ 2 q with spP q ă`8, there exists a point r P P Q Q pℓ 2 q such that # βpε, QqdpP q ď sp r P q ă`8, G 2 p r P , P q ď εsp r P q.
Proof. The proof can be done exactly in the same way as Lemma 3.8 of [2] page 35. Here we omit it.
4.3.
Proposition. -Assume Q ě 2. There exists αpQq ą 0 such that if u P W 1 p pBBp0, rq, Q Q pℓ 2satisfies that for some P P Q Q pℓ 2 q, G pupxq, P q ď αpQqdpP q for H m´1 a.e. x P BBp0, rq, then there exist
Proof. Set ε " 1{9 and αpQq " εβpε, Qq " Q . From Lemma 4.2, we find a point r P P Q Q pℓ 2 q satisfying (49). Hence we have that for H m´1 a.e. x P BBp0, rq, G pupxq, r P q ď G pupxq, P q`G pP, r P q ď αpQqdpP q`s p r P q 9 ď 2sp r P q 9 ă sp r P q 4 .
Since sp r P q ă`8, there exists 2 ď J ď Q such that r P " ' J j"1 k j rr r P j ss P Q Q pℓ 2 q with the r P j 's all different. Therefore, there exists J functions u j : BBp0, rq Ñ B G pk j rr r P j ss, 2rq Ď Q kj pℓ 2 q such that u " ' J j"1 u j holds H m´1 a.e. in BBp0, rq. Since u P W 1 p pBBp0, rq, Q Q pℓ 2 qq, it follows that u j P W 1 p pBBp0, rq, Q kj pℓ 2for 1 ď j ď J. The proof is complete. Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The key step is to establish the following decay property: there exists η 0 ą 0 depending on p, m, Q such that for any u P W 1 p pBBp0, rq, Q Q pℓ 2 qq,
By scalings, one can see that if (50) holds for r " 1, then it holds for all r ą 0. We will prove (50) based on an induction on Q. For Q " 1, it is clear that (50) follows from Corollary 2.3. Let Q ě 2 be fixed and assume that (50) holds for every Q˚ă Q. Assume, furthermore, that
for some large constant M ą 1, which will be chosen later. Apply Lemma 4.2 with ε " 1 16 and P " u, we obtain that there are 2 ď J ď Q and a point r P " '
where β " βp1{16, Qq is the constant given by Lemma 4.2. Let Φ : Q Q pℓ 2 q Ñ B G p r P , sp r P q{8q be the Lipschitz contraction map given by Proposition 4.1. For a small η ą 0, define
Then we have that Φpuq P W 1 p`B Bp0, 1´ηq, B G p r P , sp r P q{8q˘. Apply Proposition 4.3, we conclude that there exist 1 ď K, L ď Q´1, with K`L " Q, and
. By the induction hypothesis, we have
By (53), there
Defineĥ "ĥ 1 'ĥ 2 . Thenĥ P W 1 p pBp0, 1´ηq, Q Q pℓ 2satisfiesĥ " h on BBp0, 1´ηq and
where we have used the fact that LippΦq ď 1 in the last inequality.
Now we need to estimate ş
Since Φpuq " u, we have G pu, Φpupxď G pu, upxqq, @x P BB.
Hence we have ż
where p˚is the Sobolev exponent of p in R n´1 :
p˚"
if p ă m´1, any q P pp,`8q if p ě m´1.
For any x P E, we have G pupxq, uq ě G pupxq, r P q´G p r P , uq ě sp r P q 8´s p r P q 16 " sp r P q 16 .
So we have that
Therefore we obtain ż
Substituting (59) into (56), we find that
Now we first choose η " η 0 {C and then choose
so that (60) yields
On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 implies that
Combining (61) and (62) yields that (50) holds for r " 1. Note that (50) for all r ‰ 1 follows from (50) for r " 1 by simple scalings. Since u is pω, pq-Dir-minimizing in U , by (50) we have that for any ball Bpx, rq Ď U , E p pu, Bpx, rqq ď p1`ωprqqC pp, Q, u |BBpx,rď p1`ωprqq`1 m´p´2 η 0˘r E p pu, BBpx, rqq.
holds for all Bpx, rq Ď U with 0 ă r ď r 0 . It is standard that integrating (64) over r yields that 1 r m´p`η0 E p pu, Bpx, rqq ď 1 r m´p`η0 0 E p pu, Bpx, r 0 qq, @Bpx, r 0 q Ď U, 0 ă r ď r 0 .
(65)
This, combined with the Morrey decay lemma [6] for Q Q pℓ 2 q-valued functions, implies that u P C η0{p pU q and
holds for Bpx 0 , r 0 q Ď U and 0 ă r ď r 0 . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Squeeze stationary maps
We say that a map f P W 1 2 pU, Q Q pℓ 2is squeeze stationary in U whenever for every X P C 8 c pU, R m q, we have
where Φ t pxq " x`tXpxq is a diffeomorphism of U to itself for small values of t. 
Proof. We prove (67) by computing (66). Note that
We now change variable y " Φ t pxq in (66):
where A i pyq " Df i pyq, B i py, tq " Df pyq˝DXpΦ´1 t pyqq, C i py, tq " |detpDΦ´1 t pyq|.
It remains to differentiate with respect to t: Putting together everything, we obtain Equation (67).
5.2.
Proposition. -Let f P W 1 2 pU, Q Q pℓ 2be squeeze stationary and a P U . It follows that the function Θ a : p0, distpa, BUÑ R`defined by
is absolutely continuous and nondecreasing. In fact,
In other words, the Radon measure
Proof. It is clear that Θ a is absolutely continuous because the measure in (69) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure L m and L m pBpa, rh qzBpa, rqq ď Ch. For simplicity, assume a " 0 and write Θprq for Θ a prq. We now plug in equation (67) In particular, div Xpxq " mχp}x}q`χ 1 p}x}q}x}.
We now compute the first term in (67):
where A is the matrix u 1 b u 1 for u 1 :" x{}x} P S m´1 , i.e. A ij " xu 1 , e i yxu 1 , e j y. One easily sees that Au 1 " u 1 and that Av " 0 whenever xu 1 , vy " 0. Now we complete u 1 to an orthonormal basis pu 1 , . . . , u m q. It follows that
We infer from (67) that
Now we fix r P p0, distp0, BU q and we let tχ j u 8 j"1 approach ½ r0,rs so that
and one finally computes that for a.e r P p0, distp0, BU qq,
Squash variations
Here we consider vertical variations above x whose amplitude depend on x P U . Let Y : Uˆℓ 2 Ñ ℓ 2 be a C 1 map such that U X tx : Y px,¨q ‰ 0u is relatively compact in U . For f : U Ñ Q Q pℓ 2 q we define pY lf q t pxq :" Integrating over U and then differentiating at t " 0 gives equation (70). 
Proof. Assume for simplicity that a " 0. Let χ P C 8 c pRq be a function which is constant in a neighborhood of 0. We will plug Y px, yq :" χp}x}qy into equation (70 
and by (75) Θ a pρ j`1 q " D a pρ j`1 q ρ On the other hand, if ρ 2Napρj q j ą 2´1, then 2N a pρ j q ln ρ j ą ln`1 2˘.
As ρ j " 2´2 j , we infer that N a pρ j q ă 2´j´1. In that case, (80) yields Θ a pρ j`1 q ď C2´j´1.
Recalling (79), we prove that ωpρ j`1 q ď max C2´j´1, 1 2 ωpρ j q ( .
It is now standard that for some α P p0, 1q, ωpρq ď C`1 | ln ρ|˘α .
We conclude the proof by applying Proposition 8.3 (2) .
